INFORM. CONNECT. INVOLVE.
Is Your Association Ready to Adopt Social Media?
Breaking the Ice. The way we live in neighborhoods has changed. Many of us
may only see the family next door pulling out of the driveway or into the garage.
Following friends on Facebook has replaced a chat over the fence. To draw in
residents and encourage neighborly interaction, homeowners’ associations are
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turning to social media to connect the folks who live in the community.
In this edition, we’re sharing some Best Practices and Guidelines from experts
who have worked with HOA leaders to successfully employ social media to
inform, connect and involve owners. Learn more, and weigh if it’s time for your
community to “go social.”
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How to Use Social Media
to Positively Engage
Your Community.
Communication is the foundation of building strong
communities. Today, communication can be
instantaneous and engagement within communities
can grow exponentially with one social media post
reaching entire communities with just a few clicks.
A knowledge and understanding of how to use these
tools will ensure that your community has a positive
experience on social media.
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Americans are increasingly engaged in digital communication
while “on the go” using smartphones, notebooks or e-readers. By
2018, 8 in 10 email users will likely access their email from their
mobile devices (Marketing Land). “Every segment of the
population is using their smartphone apps more over time, with
55-64 year-olds seeing the greatest year-over-year increase.”
(comScore, Inc.)

Picking the Right Platform
The top five contenders:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Facebook (1.9 Billion users)
YouTube (1 Billion users)
Instagram (700 Million users)
Twitter (313 Million users)
Reddit (250 Million users)

Facebook

• most between the ages of 18-49
• accounts for every 1 in 6 minutes spent online
•
•

32% engage with brands regularly
85% videos are watched without sound

Instagram
•
•
•
•

90% under the age of 35
53% follow brands
80% are from outside the U.S.
75% take action, such as visiting

a website, after seeing an ad

Twitter

YouTube

•

2 million video views per minute
reaches more 18-49 year olds than any cable company

•

third most visited site after Google and Facebook

•

in the U.S.

• most between the ages of 18-29
• predominately male
•
•

84% use Twitter to lind deals or product reviews
users shop online twice as much a s non-users

Engaging with homeowners “on their own turf” is essential-not to mention fun! Facebook is the safest choice as it is the
most widely used platform and provides incredible features:
• Free to use
• Group Creation Feature providing a private way to
communicate among homeowners
• Robust options for setting up individual HOA Groups
including:
• LIVE Facebook video capability means Town Hall
Meetings are available to all homeowners. These live
events are then archived as videos in the group.
• Document sharing
• Member Directory
• Calendar/Event Feature
• Photo Sharing
• Ability to report to admin inappropriate content
• Administrative control:
• Additional Admins
• Who can post
• If posts must be approved by an admin before they
appear in the group feed
• Group can be hidden or closed

Developing A Plan
Having a plan is critical to the platform’s success. Here are a few
tips for ensuring that you are ready to begin:
• Get the Board’s buy-in. If they are excited, that excitement
spreads throughout the community.

• Determine how you will use the platform:
• Community event announcements
• Maintenance announcements
• Welcome to new homeowners
• Introductions to new clubs forming within the community
(book clubs, Moms clubs, etc.)
• Determine who will communicate in the platform (and how often).
• Determine how individuals will be added to the Facebook group.
• Create a clear social media policy. Drafted by an attorney, this
document will ensure that all play fair in the group.

• Find positive reinforcement moments within the group, calling
attention to those who share positive comments, photos and
feedback.
• LIKE and COMMENT whenever appropriate
• The more you engage with your homeowners, the less likely they
are to post negative comments.

Activation
Communicate
• Use all current methods of communication to share this new way
that you are building community within the association.
• Provide simple instructions on how to download, locate and/or use
the platform.
• Consider creating a fun incentive for homeowners to join the group.
For example, “One lucky homeowner who has joined the group by
X date will receive a gift certificate to X local restaurant valued at $100!”

Engage
•
•
•
•
•
•

Look for ways to build engagement within the Facebook group.
Contests
Fun photo prop downloads for a community event
Scavenger hunt downloads
Introduction of hashtags
Tag homeowners within the group who are influencers within the
community, ensuring they see the content and can “talk it up” offline, too!
• Build strong relationships
• Don’t talk “at” homeowners, talk “to” them!

Commit
• Ensure you get as close as possible to 100% participation within
the Facebook group. Nothing is more exciting than being able to
type a message that instantly is in the hands of the individuals
who need it!
• Keep up with the platform.
• Check in: Just as you check voicemails once a day and emails once
a day, take 10 minutes and check the Facebook group. Even
popping in to say hello and share another way you have supported
your community today makes you appear approachable, available
and professional.
• Post regularly. If you don’t, you’ll lose them!
Every homeowner has a vested interest in the community they have
chosen to call home. Providing a way to connect with others who
share that common interest is an incredible way an HOA can build a
positive community experience both on and offline.

Ensure Acceptable Use
of the HOA Website
and Social Platforms
HOA websites and social media pages are wondeful
platforms to disseminate information, promote
productive dialogues, and foster a sense of
community and belonging. However, there are
several risks in open online platforms, and those
should be mitigated through content restrictions,
monitoring, and moderation.
We offer the following recommendations to ensure an
enjoyable, safe, and litigation-free experience for everyone
involved:

1. Disseminate an Acceptable Use Policy (AUP) and a
Social Media Policy (SMP).
All homeowners, residents, volunteers, board members, and
stakeholders must be required to view and sign an Acceptable
Use Policy for the website, and a Social Media Policy for the
social platforms. These documents will provide clear guidelines on the limitations of acceptable speech and content, as
detailed in Rule #2. Signatures must be a prerequisite for
setting up an account on and using these sites.
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Having owners sign a copy of each policy will put them on notice as
to the existence of each policy and may dissuade negative behavior
associated with a breach of either policy. While the legal
enforceability of each type of policy in an HOA currently lies in
uncharted waters, given the prevalence of technology in a
community association setting, these issues will most certainly be
litigated at some point in the near future.

2. Designate a content moderator.
Monitoring the content that is posted to the website and social
platforms should be done on a daily basis by a designated moderator.
This role may be assigned to the property manager, a member of the
property manager’s staff, a Board member, or a committee formed
under the authorization of the Board. The moderator must enforce
the “ground rules” that must be listed on the site and in the AUP, as
it pertains to posting.

3. Prohibit the following types of content on the HOA
website and social platforms:

5. Routinely monitor web content about the HOA and
community.

• Harassing, discriminatory, or otherwise threatening
comments and material
• Pornographic, obscene, hateful, incendiary, violent, unlawful,
or otherwise illegal comments and material
• Copyrighted material and images
• Defamatory comments
• Personal views, posted as representative of the association
• “Junk” messages, advertisements, or other solicitations not
related to the association

The moderator should conduct weekly searches of the community and
HOA to monitor online content and ensure that harmful content is not
being disseminated. Look out for “anti-association” sites created by
disgruntled owners, former owners, non-community member
neighbors, or others that have an axe to grind with the association. The
HOA should act quickly though legal channels to remove any website
which purports to be an official site, or to remove any defamatory
information about the HOA and community.

4. Disallow any sites to be set up on behalf of the
association.
Never allow an owner or any other individual to set up a website
or social media page on behalf of or in the name of the
association. This carries two risks:

By implementing these rules, your Board and HOA can be confident that
your online platforms will be welcoming and friendly places to visit, just
like your communities.

DID YOU KNOW?

More people own a
mobile device than a toothbrush
Facebook is the largest

If someone hosts such website, or a page on an authorized social
media platform, the association can politely ask the owner to
remove it and can direct all owners to “join” the official website
and social pages for the community. While the end result is not
guaranteed due to first amendment freedom of speech issues,
the association has a duty to make a reasonable effort to
mitigate the risks of unauthorized sites.

1.9

company on Earth

1. Readers may think it is an official association website.
2. The association will not be able to manage and restrict the
content.

By 2018,
video will take over mobile usage

Grandparents
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for infographics
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are the fastest growing users on Twitter
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PEOPLE SUBSCRIBING TO SOCIAL MEDIA APPS

Do you know neighbors by name?
A study by the real estate trend website Trulia found that:

Homeowners

are much more likely
than renters are

to like their
neighbors

and to know their

neighbors’ names

Click here to read results of the survey

In a Quandary about Nextdoor?
Social Media is a hot topic for community associations. Read “The
Conundrum Nextdoor,” a feature excerpt from Reach, Connect, Engage
By Pamela Babcock
Reprinted with permission from the July/August 2017 issue of Common Ground TM magazine,
the flagship publication of Community Associations Institute (CAI). www.caionline.org

Read “The Conundrum Nextdoor”
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